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EXACTNESS OF THE DOUBLE DUAL

R. R. COLBY AND K. R. FULLER1

Abstract. Let R be an artinian ring. The double Ä-dual ( )** preserves monomor-

phisms, is left exact, or is right exact if and only if R is QF-3, has dominant

dimension at least 2, or is QF, respectively. Furthermore, both double dual functors

preserve epimorphisms of finitely generated (left and right) modules if and only if

both dual functors ( )* are exact on short exact sequences of finitely generated

torsionless modules, and these conditions are equivalent to finitely generated

torsionless modules being reflexive.

A one-sided noetherian ring is QF, i.e. two-sided artinian and self-injective, if

and only if either of the contravariant left exact /?-dual functors ( )* = Hom( , R):

R-Mod —» Mod-Ä or ( )*: Mod-/? -» /?-Mod is actually exact (see [3]) and then, of

course, the two composites ( )** of these dual functors are exact on Ä-Mod and

Mod-/?, respectively. A ring R has left dominant dimension at least n, written

dom dim RR > n, in case the first n terms in the minimal injective resolution of

RR are projective, and the left and right dominant dimensions of a one-sided

artinian ring are equal by [6, Theorem 1.1] and [9, Theorem 7.7] (see also [2], [5],

[7]).
Rings of dominant dimension at least one, and at least two, as well as QF rings,

have been extensively studied. (See [9] for a thorough account.) A left or right

artinian ring R is (left) QF-3 in the sense that it has a minimal faithful 0eit) module

if and only if dom dim R > 1 ; and dom dim R > 2 if and only if R is QF-3 and is

its own maximal quotient ring. Although it has apparently not been noticed before,

all three of these kinds of rings can be characterized by exactness of the double

dual. Indeed, we shall prove here that a left or right artinian ring R satisfies dom

dim R > 1 or dom dim R > 2 if and only if ( )** preserves monomorphisms in

Ä-Mod or is left exact on Ä-mod, respectively. Furthermore, if R is right

noetherian or left artinian, then ( )** is right exact on /?-mod if and only if R is

QF. In addition we shall show that if R is noetherian, both double dual functors

preserve epimorphisms of finitely generated (left and right) modules if and only if

both dual functors are exact on short exact sequences of finitely generated

torsionless modules, and these conditions are equivalent to finitely generated

torsionless modules being reflexive.
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We begin by recalling that a left or right artinian ring R is QF-3 if and only if

there are idempotents e, f e R such that Re and fR are faithful and the functors

Hom/RJ( , fRe) and Homeie( , fRe) define a duality between the categories of

finitely generated left fRf- and right ef?e-modules. In this case Re and fR are

injective over R and finitely generated over eRe and fRf, respectively,

Hom/Rj(fR, fRe) = Re, HomeRe(Re, fRe) m fR and fRe is an injective cogenerator

over both//?/and eRe. (See [2], [3], [6].) Also we recall that for any ring R there is a

natural transformation a: \R.Mod -» ( )**, defined via the usual evaluation maps aM:

A/—» M**, and aP is an isomorphism for any finitely generated projective /?-mod-

ule P. An Ä-module M is called torsionless (reflexive) in case aM is a monomor-

phism (an isomorphism); and it is well known (e.g. see [6]) that M* is always

torsionless. Now we are ready to prove our first two results.

Theorem 1. Let R be a left or right artinian ring. Then ( )** preserves monomor-

phisms in R-Mod if and only if R is QF-3.

Proof. (=s>) Consider the commuting diagram of left modules

0     -+       R       X        E(R)

0     -h>     R**     h-X     E(R)**

where E(R) denotes the injective envelope of RR. Suppose that h**, as well as the

inclusion map h, is monk. Then Ker oE(K) n Im h = 0 so, since Im h is essential in

E(R), a£(Ä) is monic and hence E(R) is torsionless. If R is left artinian, then E(R)

is finitely cogenerated and if R is right artinian then direct products of projective

left /?-modules are projective [1]. Thus, in either event, R is QF-3.

(«=) Suppose that R is QF-3 with minimal faithful left and right modules Re and

fR, where e and/are idempotents in R. Then there are natural isomorphisms

Hom//v(fR <8>Ä XJRe) s HomÄ(Jr, HomfRf(fR, fRe))

^ HomJX, Re)

s HomÄ(Ar, R) ® Re = X* ® Re

for X e /Î-Mod, so that

Hom/Ä/(//? ® ,fRe) s HomR{ , He) m ()• ® Re

as contravariant functors from /?-Mod to Mod-eRe. Since fRffRe is a cogenerator

and Re is a faithful left ideal, we see from the first isomorphism that

fR ® X = 0 if and only if A'* = 0,

and similarly for a right module Y

Y ® /?<> = 0 if and only if y* = 0.

From the second isomorphism, since Re is injective, we see that

( )* ® Re: R-Mod ^ Mod-eRe
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is an exact functor. Now suppose that 0 -+ K -» M is exact in /?-Mod, and let

M* --> K* -> Y -> 0 be exact in Mod-/?. Then both

M * ® Re -+ K* ® /?e -> 0

and

M* ® /?e -h> /ST* ® /?e -> 7 ® /?e -> 0

are exact in Mod-eRe, so Y ® /?e = 0 and hence y* = 0. But then 0—» K** -»

A/** is exact.

Theorem 2. Lei /? Z>e /e//f or right artinian. Then ( )** is left exact on /?-Mod if

and only if dom dim /? > 2.

Proof. (=>) Let

0 ->ÄZ? -»£,-» £2 -»•• •

be the minimal injective resolution of RR and assume that ( )** is left exact on

/?-Mod. Then by Theorem 1, Ex is finitely generated and projective so in the

commutative diagram with exact rows

A.
0     -►       /?        -h>        E,        -h>        E2

OqI 0,J, a2l

Ao" *f*
0     ^     /?**       -»      £*•        -+      £**

rj0 and Oj are isomorphisms. It easily follows that Im A, n Ker a2 = 0, so E2 =

E(lm Aj) is torsionless and hence projective.

(<=) Suppose that 0 -* RR ->• El -* E2 is exact in Mod-/? with £, and E2 injective

and projective. Let

be exact in /?-Mod, and let 0 -> N* -> M* -» Ä"* -> Y -> 0 be exact in Mod-/?.

Then, since /? is QF-3, ( )** preserves monomorphisms by Theorem 1, and we see

from the exact sequences

0 -* Y* -* K** -* M**    and   0 -* K** -+ M**

that y* = 0. But then, since the E¡ are projective, we also have

HomA(y,£,) = 0       (/ = 1,2).

From this observation, the injectivity of the Et, and the left exactness of Horn, it

follows that the last two rows and the columns are exact in the commutative
diagram

0 0 0

1 I i

0    -* *•* *X M** C N**
j. j, ;

0    -»    Hom(K*, £,)      ->     Hom(M*, £,)      ->     Hom(N*, £,)     ->    0

I I I
0    ->     Hom(K*,E2)      ->     Hom(A/», EJ     ->     Hom(N*, E2)     -»    0
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So, since h** is monic by Theorem 1, it only remains to show that Im A** =

Ker g**. But this follows from ordinary diagram chasing.

Suppose now that ( )** is right exact on /?-Mod. Then we see from the 5-Lemma

and a commutative diagram

fj      -►      P0     -r** < M     -*    0

"il <*ol <vl
Pf*      -h>     PS*      -►     M**     -h>     0

that every finitely presented left /?-module is reflexive (and so torsionless). Thus we

can easily prove

Theorem 3. Let R be left artinian or right noetherian. Then ( )** is right exact on

R-Mod if and only if R is QF.

Proof. Let ( )** be right exact on /?-Mod. If / is a finitely generated left ideal of

/? then, as we saw previously, R/I is torsionless. It follows that l(r(I)) = I. But

then a chain /, > I2 > . .. of finitely generated left ideals yields r(Ix) < /-(/j)

< . . . . Thus if /? is right noetherian, /? has d.c.c. on principal left ideals and hence

is right artinian (see [0, p. 321]); now /? also has a.c.c. on finitely generated left

ideals, so /? is left artinian. If every finitely generated left module over a left

artinian ring is torsionless, then each indecomposable injective left /?-module

embeds in /? because all of its finitely generated submodules do, so /? is QF (cf.

[»])•
Our final theorem gives several characterizations of those noetherian rings for

which the functors ( )** preserve epimorphisms of both finitely generated left and

right modules. We suspect that the conditions of this theorem actually do imply

that ( )** preserves all epimorphisms, at least for artinian rings.

Theorem 4. If R is a noetherian ring, then the following are equivalent.

(a) The functors ( )** preserve epimorphisms of finitely generated left and right

R-modules.

(b) aM is an epimorphism for every left and every right finitely generated R-module

M

(c) Finitely generated torsionless left and right R-modules are reflexive.

(d) The functors ( )* are exact on short exact sequences of left and of right finitely

generated torsionless R-modules.

Proof, (a) => (b). Since o> is an isomorphism for finitely generated projective P,

this implication follows from the diagram

P      -^      M      -+    0

P**     _►     M**     -+    0

(b) =» (c). This is clear.

(c) =^ (d). First observe that, since /? is noetherian, duals of finitely generated

modules are finitely generated. Then, assuming (c), let

/ 8
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be an exact sequence of finitely generated torsionless left /?-modules. It will suffice

to show that /*: B* -» A* is an epimorphism. Applying ( )* and letting D =

Coker g* s Im/* we obtain a commutative diagram of right /?-modules

g' r
0     -*     C*     -*     B*     ->     A*

Il II Î'"

0     -,     C*     £      B*     X      D      -+     0

with exact rows in which /" is a monomorphism. Applying ( )* and a we get another

commutative diagram, also with exact rows

o^aXb-*c^>o

°aI °bI aci

0     -h>     A** -h>     B** -h>     C**     -+    0
imi II II

0     -h>      D* ^     B** -»     €**     -►    0

Since aB and ac are isomorphisms, it follows from the 5-Lemma that /'* ° aA is an

isomorphism. Thus, since A is reflexive, /* is an isomorphism. Now considering the

diagram

D       X       A*

°dI l°A-
l'*»

D**      ->     A***

we see that i is an isomorphism and hence f* is epic as desired. (This proof closely

parallels one of Morita as presented in [0, pp. 278-279].)

(d) =* (a). An exact sequence

of (finitely generated) left /?-modules yields an exact sequence

r
0 -* N* -+ M* -» Coker/* -» 0

of (finitely generated) torsionless right /?-modules, since Coker/* embeds in K*.

Thus (d) implies that/** is epic.

Remarks. (1) Over hereditary artinian (noetherian) rings, (finitely generated)

torsionless modules are projective. Thus ( )** preserves epimorphisms (of finitely

generated modules) over any such ring.

(2) If /? is an indecomposable serial (i.e. generalized uniserial) ring that is neither

hereditary nor QF, then R has a Kupisch series /?*?,,. . ., Re„ such that for some

1 < i < n, /?£,_, s Je, and 1 < c(/?eI+1) < c(Re¡), where c(M) denotes composi-

tion length and / is the radical of /?. If k = c(Rei+l) — 1, then Re¡/Jke¡ s Jei+i is

torsionless and there is a monomorphism Jke¡ -> /?e,_, (see [4]). This clearly cannot

extend to a map into /?, so condition (d) of Theorem 4 does not hold. Thus we see

that over an indecomposable serial ring ( )** preserves epimorphisms (of finitely

generated modules) if and only if the ring is hereditary or QF.
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(3) Let R be the ring of 4 X 4 upper triangular matrices of the form

~ a    x    y    z '

b    0    u

C       V

0 a_

with entries in a field F. Let e be the matrix with a = 1 and zeros elsewhere. Then

every indecomposable left (right) /?-module is isomorphic to a submodule of a

quotient module of Re (resp. eR) (see [10], for example), and Re/Je and Je (resp.

eR/eJ and eJ) are the only nonprojective torsionless modules among them. Thus,

upon checking that (Re/Je)* m eJ, (Je)* m eR/eJ, (eR/eJ)* m Je, and (eJ)* s

Re/Je we can apply Theorem 4(c) to show that ( )** preserves epimorphisms of

finitely generated /?-modules even though /? is neither hereditary nor QF.
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